Sensing biological effectors through the response of bridged nucleic acids and polynucleotides fixed in liquid-crystalline dispersions.
The formation of three-dimensional structures of double-stranded nucleic acid and polynucleotide molecules, fixed in the structure of liquid-crystalline dispersions and bridged by polymeric chelate complexes is described. The bridging elements consist of alternating daunomycin molecules and copper ions. It is shown that these bridges between nucleic acid molecules stabilize cholesteric structures of the DNA liquid-crystalline dispersion. The formation of polymeric chelate bridges is accompanied by a remarkable increase of the intense circular dichroism (CD) band characteristic of the DNA-daunomycin cholesterics. These bridges are destabilized by a number of biologically relevant compounds and macromolecules, such as ascorbic acid, homocarnosine, bovine serum albumin and lysozyme. The dramatic change in the optical activity of the liquid-crystalline dispersions upon addition of these compounds makes them easily detectable. The sensitivity of the method, in the range of analytic concentration 10(-4)-10(-8) M, depends on the nature of the compound being tested. The response of bridged DNA structures to biological effectors observed here foresees their further development as biosensor devices for detecting the presence of biologically and pharmacologically relevant compounds.